Europe (1812) under Nap took over most of Europe.

Nationalism

Nationalism - pride for one's country
Congress of Vienna (1814-15)

- Led by Prince Metternich of Austria
- Meeting of Brit, France, Austria, Russia & Prussia
- 1st time World Leaders meet
- Wants to bring stability back to Europe after Napoleon’s defeat
- He thinks democracy is bad for ppl & nations
- It causes ppl 2 overthrow Kings

Goals:
- 1) Restore Balance of Power
- Give countries back to original labs
- 2) Legitimacy of Rulers
- Return rule 2 rightful kings
- 3) Prevent Future French Aggression
- Surround France wi strong neighbors
German Confederation
**Quadruple Alliance**
- Great Britain, Austria, Prussia, & Russia
- Alignment to maintain settlements of Vienna

**Holy Alliance**
- Russian Czar, Alexander I, forms a union of Christian rulers in Europe
- Goal: To Maintain: Justice, Christian Charity, & Peace in Europe

**Carlsbad Decrees**
- Prussia passes censorship laws to prevent spread of Enlightenment Ideas
- Banning books